Course Set-Up
Instructions
Step One
Separate the 10 flag holders from the remaining 10 hole liners and set liners aside.
The flag holder have a recessed ring to insert flag pole. Apply Glue to the bottom of
each flag holder liner within the ring and insert flag pole. (image 1)

Step Two
Choose your course location. Course size and terrain can vary based on desired
difficulty and space available. Courses can be in a small yard or spread out on
larger properties.
Step Three
Place each hole liner at the desired hole location. Place hole liner number one then two etc. The
holes are played in sequence. The tee off point for each subsequent hole is within two club
lengths of the previous hole. Clear any obstacles that may block access to hole location.
Step Four
Dig your holes approximately 8" diameter and place liners 1-2
inches below the surface. This allows the ball to easily fall into
the hole. Add dirt around the outside of hole liner and smooth all
loose dirt. ( Image 2 & 3 )

Step Five
Place a Yellow Flag Marker in the ground 18 inches directly behind each hole
as seen from the prior hole. From shooters position the flag should mark the
location behind the hole to indicate its location. Place the weighted flag pole
liner on flag marker. (image 4)
During game play the flag must be seen (18” behind the hole) to know where
to shoot.

Step Six
Add loose dirt or rock to flag holders to weigh down. (image 5)

Step Seven
Determine the par (3, 4 or 5) and apply the appropriate par sticker from your
kit. (Image 6)
Par 3 = Shorter distance with no major obstacles
Par 4 = Longer distance plus an obstacle or some added difficulty
Par 5 = Longer distance with multiple obstacles and added difficulty.
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